ABSTRACT Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is a promising emerging technology that can significantly improve the utilization of spectrum and system capacity in heterogeneous wireless networks. Power allocation plays a key role in the successful deployment of NOMA. In the most prior power allocation schemes, the perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be known which is difficult to obtain in a realistic environment. In this paper, we propose a power allocation scheme to maximize energy efficiency for downlink NOMA heterogeneous networks based on imperfect CSI. The system model for imperfect CSI is built, in which the optimization problem is a probabilistic non-convex problem with the constraint of outage probability. To solve the optimization problem, the probabilistic problem is transformed to a non-probabilistic problem through relaxation. The power allocation for each small cell is achieved via bisection search algorithm based on gradient value, where the trend of energy efficiency as a function of the power of the small cell is analyzed. The sequential convex programming is adapted to transform the non-convex problem to a convex problem. The closed-form solutions of power allocation factors are derived by the Lagrangian multiplier method. The simulation results show the superiority and efficiency of the proposed scheme compared with the traditional algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of advanced wireless communication technologies and the explosive growth of smart terminals such as tablets and mobile phones, next-generation wireless communication systems are facing extensive transmission requirements [1] . In order to meet this growing demand, wireless network environment has evolved from a single network model to multi-tier heterogeneous networks which improve system throughput and coverage, and solve unbalanced resource allocation problem at the edge of cells [2] . Heterogeneous networks are composed of traditional macro base stations (MBSs) and different types of small base stations (SBSs) [3] - [5] . Due to the coexistence of multi-tier networks, and cross-tier interference as well as
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co-tier interference, interference management poses significant challenges in heterogeneous wireless networks. Considering different levels of interference in heterogeneous networks, an effective power allocation scheme is crucial [6] . In [7] , an interference graph is estimated, in which orthogonal frequency resource are assigned to different base stations (BSs). Intelligent interference coordination and mitigation technologies are employed in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technology to eliminate the interference among different users that are assigned with the same resource blocks (RBs) [8] .
In recent years, NOMA is proposed as a novel multiple access technology, which allows users to reuse the spectrum resource in the same cell [9] . The successive interference cancellation (SIC) technology is used to decode the received signal. The users at the cell edge with the worst channel condition will consume most transmission powers that in turn poses a biggest challenge for improving system performance [10] . Applying NOMA in heterogeneous networks can greatly improve the performance of system [11] . In [12] , a unified NOMA framework is proposed, which includes power-domain NOMA and code-domain NOMA, and the effectiveness of unified NOMA is demonstrated. In [13] , critical system performance measures including achievable rate and coverage probability are analyzed with non-uniform small cells deployment. A resource allocation scheme based on energy efficiency, fairness, harvested energy and system sum rate is proposed in [14] , in which various fairness metrics include max-min fairness, proportional fairness, and minimum fairness.
In NOMA heterogeneous networks, power allocation plays an important role in improving the performance of interference cancellation process in NOMA networks [15] . Different forms of convex programing are proposed as low-complexity suboptimal algorithms to achieve the power allocation in NOMA systems [16] . In [17] , water-filling algorithm is applied to perform the power allocation in downlink OFDM-NOMA. The power allocation problem is formulated as geometric programing which is solved via interior point method in [18] . In [19] , a distributed power allocation problem is proposed in NOMA heterogeneous networks that is captured as a Stackelberg game. The sequential convex programming is adopted in [20] to achieve the power allocation. Fibonacci method is applied to NOMA heterogonous network as an iterative power allocation algorithm [10] . The joint energy efficiency of power and subchannel optimization for a downlink NOMA heterogeneous network is investigated in [21] , in which the total system energy efficiency includes macro cell and small cells.
The power allocation problem for NOMA heterogeneous networks in [10] , [15] - [21] are all based on the assumption that BS knows the perfect CSI. However, it is difficult to obtain perfect CSI due to channel estimation errors, feedback, and quantization errors [11] , [22] . It is essential to develop efficient solutions considering imperfect CSI in wireless communication systems [23] . In [24] , an energy efficient power allocation scheme is developed for OFDMA wireless networks based on imperfect CSI using Dinkelbach and Lagrangian dual methods. Impact of imperfect CSI is also studied in [25] , where the variance of channel error is estimated at BS side.
In this paper, we address the trade-off between small cell sum rate and power consumption using NOMA technology in a heterogeneous network. The optimization problem is formulated considering imperfect CSI. This work differs from previous works [19] and [26] in its imperfect CSI model, where the imperfect CSI includes crosstier CSI between MBS and small cell users (SCUs) and co-tier CSI between SBS and SCUs due to the existence of multi-tier networks. We also adopt a relaxation scheme to transform the arising probabilistic optimization problem to a non-probabilistic problem. The bisection search algorithm based on gradient value (BSAG) is designed to be used at each small cell, and the close-form solutions of power allocation factors are obtained via sequential convex programming approach (SCPA) and Lagrangian multiplier method. Simulation results demonstrate the proposed algorithm can improve energy efficiency and sum rate of the system compared with equal power allocation algorithm and traditional OFDMA scheme, and its results are very close to the exhaustive method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we build the system model and formulate the optimization problem based on energy efficiency with imperfect CSI. Section 3 covers the technique used to transform the probabilistic problem into a non-probabilistic problem. Power allocation algorithms for each small cell and SCUs are proposed in section 4. Section 5 shows the numerical results and demonstrates the performance of proposed algorithms compared with traditional algorithms. Finally, the conclusion is expressed in Section 6.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model for a two-tier downlink NOMA heterogeneous network is depicted in Figure 1 , in which the lower tier represents the small cells, and the upper tier denotes the macro cell. The MBS is located at the center of system and each small cell has its own SBS. There are N small cells at the edge of this heterogeneous network where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } denotes the nth small cell. And M macro cell users (MCUs) are distributed in the area covered by the macro cell where m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }. It is assumed that all BSs share the same frequency resource. The multiple antenna technology is used at MBS and the typical zero-forcing technique can be applied, where each small cell corresponds to a beamforming group. Meanwhile, each SBS is equipped with a single antenna. The size of antenna array at MBS, J , needs to be much greater than the number of small cells, N , and the size of beamforming group, K . Therefore, the interference among small cells can be further eliminated, and as a result the interference across different small cells can be neglected [27] . In order to reduce the complexity of receivers, we consider a simple scenario where only two users access to the same small cell.
Therefore, there are cross-tier interference between MCUs and SCUs and intra-cell interference among SCUs in the same small cell. The kth SCU user accessed to the nth small cell is denoted by SCU k,n . SCU j,n is the other user in the nth small cell. The received signal of SCU k,n can be expressed as
where s k,n , s j,n and s m are the modulated symbols of SCU k,n , SCU j,n and MCU, respectively, h k,n and h k,n are the channel coefficients between SBS, MBS and SCU k,n , respectively, P m is the transmission power of the mth MCU from MBS, P n denotes the total transmission power of the nth SBS, β k,n and β j,n represent the power allocation factors of SCU k,n and SCU j,n , respectively, ζ k,n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance δ 2 .
The channel coefficients between the nth SBS, MBS and SCU k,n can be further written as, respectively
where
k,n are the path loss coefficients, d k,n and d k,n are the distances between the nth SBS, MBS and SCU k,n , respectively. α is the path-loss exponent, g k,n and f k,n account for the Rayleigh fading channel gains.
In NOMA system, the interference from the other SCUs with inferior channel condition in the same small cell can be eliminated by implementing SIC technology. The corresponding channel to cross-tier interference plus noise ratios (CINRs) is proposed in [28] . It is assumed that the CINRs of SCU k,n and SCU j,n can be ordered as
Based on (3), the signal-interference-noise-ratios (SINRs) of SCU k,n and SCU j,n after SIC can be written as, respectively
According to Shannon formula, the maximum achievable data rates of SCU k,n and SCU j,n based on the perfect CSI are given as, respectively
and
where B is the system bandwidth.
B. CHANNEL MODEL
In practice, perfect CSI is not usually available. To characterize the channel condition, we model its fading property, where the channel fading includes large-scale fading and small-large fading. In this paper, it is assumed that the large-scale fading including path loss and shadowing coefficients can be perfectly estimated due to its property of slowly change. However, in the case of small-scale fading, it cannot be perfectly obtained. Therefore, taking SCU k,n as an example and using the minimum mean square error approach [24] , the Rayleigh fading channel gains between SBS, MBS and SCU k,n are modeled as, respectively
where g k,n and f k,n are the accurate channel coefficients,
2 ) are the estimated channel errors with variances δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 , respectively. It is assumed that estimated channel gains and errors are uncorrelated.
Under the condition of imperfect CSI with estimated channel errors, the estimated data rates of SCU k,n and SCU j,n are given as, respectively
The transmission will stop if the estimated data rate of a SCU exceeds the maximum achievable data rate. Therefore, the outage probability is proposed to measure whether the estimated data rates of SCUs exceed the maximum achievable data rates. The average outage sum rate of the nth small cell with outage probability is written as [23] (12) where
are the outage probabilities of SCU k,n and SCU j,n , respectively. VOLUME 7, 2019
C. ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, energy efficiency is the main purpose of the optimization problem. It is achieved through the trade-off between small cell sum rate and power consumption. The optimization problem is expressed as
where E n is the energy efficiency of the nth small cell, P c is the additional circuit power consumption, C1 and C2 represent the outage probability requirements, C3 enforces the power range of small cells, C4 is the constraint applied to power allocation factors, and C5 ensures that the power allocation factors of SCUs are non-negative.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION
The globally optimal solution for optimization problem (13) with probabilistic constraints C1 and C2 cannot be easily obtained. We transform the probabilistic problem to a non-probabilistic problem via relaxation. Taking SCU k,n as an example, the maximum achievable data rate can be simplified as
The estimated data rate of SCU k,n can be expressed as
According to [23] , the strict constraints always satisfy the outage probability requirements. The proof is illustrated in Appendix A. These constraints are described as, respectively
Substituting (16) into formula (21), we can derive that
is non-central chi-squared distributed random variable with two degrees of freedom, F |gk,n| 2 is the corresponding cumulative distribution function. From equation (23), we can obtain that
2 represents the inverse cumulative distribution function of the chi-square distribution. According to (17) , the formula (22) can be rewritten as by using the Markov inequality in [24] Pr
Let the right term of inequality (25) be equal to ε t 2 , it can be derived as
, the estimated SINR of SCU k,n can be transformed as by inserting (24) and (26) into (18) 
The same reason for SCU j,n , the estimated SINR of SCU j,n can be transformed as, (28) , as shown at the top of the next page.
The data rates of SCU k,n and SCU j,n with outage probability constraints can be transformed as, respectively
Following [23] , the average sum rate of the nth small cell can be formulated as
Based on the above, the optimization problem (13) can be rewritten as
It can be proved that the optimization problem (32) is still non-convex with regard to β k,n and β j,n , which makes it difficult to obtain the globally optimal solution in a polynomial time. An effective low complexity suboptimal solution is essential to achieve power allocation that will be addressed in the rest of the paper.
IV. POWER ALLOCATION SCHEME
To solve the optimization problem (32), we first propose a bisection search algorithm based on gradient value (BSAG) to obtain optimal power P * n of the nth small cell, in which we assume equal power allocation for SCUs. Then, the sequential convex programming approach (SCPA) is adopted to transform the non-convex problem to a convex problem. Finally, we derive the close-form solutions of power allocation factors using Lagrangian multiplier method.
A. POWER ALLOCATION SCHEME FOR EACH SMALL CELL For a given equal power allocation for SCUs, the optimization problem can be formulated as
It's obvious that the whole system could achieve maximum energy efficiency if each small cell reaches its optimal energy efficiency. We take the nth small cell as an example to find the globally optimal energy efficiency. For simplicity, the objective function for the nth small cell can be rewritten as
It can be proved that E n is a strictly quasi-concave function in P n , which tends to initially increase and then decrease with increasing P n . The above proof is shown in Appendix B. By taking derivation of E n with respect to P n , the unique optimal solution P * n should satisfy that
We are now positioned to obtain the optimal power P * n via the BSAG. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
B. POWER ALLOCATION SCHEME FOR SCUs
After obtaining the optimal power of small cells, the optimization problem can be rewritten as max
We denote power allocation factor vector β = [β k,n , β j,n ]. It is easy to prove that the above optimization problem (43) is non-convex with respect to β = [β k,n , β j,n ]. In order to VOLUME 7, 2019 Algorithm 1 Bisection Search Algorithm Based on Gradient Value (BSAG) 1:Input: equal power allocation for SCUs 2. if
and the multiple is a(a >1).
8.
if g 1 > 0 then 9. repeat 10.
Set P 2 n = P 1 n and P 1 n = aP 1 n , and calculate
Set P 2 n = P 1 n a , and calculate
while P 1 n − P 2 n > gthr do 18 .
end while 25. Output solve this complex non-convex problem, the SCPA is adopted to transform the non-convex optimization problem to a convex optimization problem through approximation. The lower bound in [29] is used as
where α and θ are defined in the following, respectively
The bound is tight when Q = Q 0 . Based on the lower bound of inequality (45), the data rate of SCU k,n can be rewritten as
where α k,n and θ k,n are written as, respectively
Similarly, the data rate of SCU j,n can be reformulated as
where α j,n and θ j,n are defined as, respectively
It can be proved that R * k,n and R * j,n are non-concave functions with respect to β = [β k,n , β j,n ]. Next, the parameters will be converted. Replacing β = [β k,n , β j,n ] by t = [t k,n , t j,n ], where β k,n = 2 t k,n , β j,n = 2 t j,n . The novel optimization problem can be rewritten as
The optimization problem (54) is a convex optimization problem. The proof is shown in Appendix C. The β = [β k,n , β j,n ] can be derived by Lagrangian multiplier method. The Lagrangian function of (54) is given as
where λ is the non-negative Lagrangian multiplier. The closeform solutions of β k,n and β j,n can be hence derived as (57), as shown at the bottom of this page, and
To sum up, the proposed iterative power allocation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. First, the vector β = [β k,n , β j,n ] should be initialized. Then, the SINRs of SCU k,n
and SCU j,n are continuously updated at each iteration. The output performance continuously improved until the number of iterations reaches its maximum or the difference between the two iterations is smaller than the maximum tolerance.
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the simulation results are presented to evaluate the energy efficiency performance of proposed algorithm with imperfect CSI as compared with other traditional algorithms. In the simulations, all SCUs and MCUs are randomly distributed in the coverage area of the corresponding small cells and macro cell, respectively. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . δ 2 1 is the channel estimation error between SBS and SCUs, and δ 2 2 is the channel estimation error between MBS and SCUs. For simplicity, it is assumed that the transmission powers of MCUs from MBS are equally allocated. A. POWER ALLOCATION SCHEME AMONG SCUs Figure 2 shows the total energy efficiency of proposed SCPA versus the transmission power of SBS, P n , with different values of δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 . The outage probability ε t is taken to be 0.05. It can be observed that energy efficiency increases initially and then decreases with increasing P n . This can be attributed to the fact that system sum rate grows much slower than the power consumption when the power P n is raised beyond FIGURE 2. Total energy efficiency of system versus the transmission power of small cell. the optimal power P * n . Furthermore, Figure 2 demonstrates that the proposed SCPA algorithm has its best performance when channel error variances are small. For example, when P n is 22dBm, it can be noted that the energy efficiency with δ 2 1 = 0.01 and δ 2 2 = 0.01 is 12.91% superior than that with δ 2 1 = 0.01 and δ 2 2 = 0.1, and is 29.05% superior than that with δ 2 1 = 0.1 and δ 2 2 = 0.1.
B. POWER ALLOCATION AMONG SMALL CELLS AND SCUs
Algorithm 2 Sequential Convex Programming Approach (SCPA) 1: Input: equal power allocation for SCUs, maximum number of iterations l max , maximum tolerance g thr . 2:
Calculate γ l k,n and γ l j,n ; 4:
Compute NOMA-BSAG-SCPA is the proposed algorithm in this paper using BSAG and SCPA algorithms in combination; NOMA-BSAG-EQ is the joint of BSAG and equal power allocation algorithm; NOMA-BSAG-Exhaustive is the joint of BSAG and exhaustive search algorithm; OFDMA is the traditional scheme, in which Lagrangian multiplier method is used to obtain the power of SCUs. Figure 3 depicts and compares the total energy efficiency of four alternative algorithms in NOMA heterogeneous networks when δ 2 2 is varying from 0.01 to 0.09, in which ε t = 0.05 and δ 2 1 = 0.05.
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From Figure 3 , it can be seen that the energy efficiency of NOMA-BSAG-SCPA is close to that of NOMA-BSAGExhaustive, and it is followed by NOMA-BSAG-EQ and OFDMA scheme. with different outage probability. Figure 4 shows the total energy efficiency of NOMA BSAG-SCPA and NOMA-BSAG-EQ with different outage probabilities when δ 2 1 is varying from 0.01 to 0.09, in which ε t = 0.05 and δ 2 2 = 0.05. It can be observed that energy efficiency decreases when δ 2 1 increases, and NOMA-BSAG-SCPA can achieve a better performance as compared with NOMA-BSAG-EQ. In addition, we can see that energy efficiency increases as outage probability increases. For example, the performance of NOMA-BSAG-SCPA with ε t = 0.05 is 5.68% higher than that with ε t = 0.03. In Figure 5 , the total energy efficiency of BSAG-SCPA with different δ 2 1 , δ 2 2 and ε t is displayed. When δ 2 2 = 0.05, we can see that the output performance with δ 2 1 = 0.01 and ε t = 0.05 is 2.15% larger than that with δ 2 1 = 0.01 and ε t = 0.03. Also, the energy efficiency performance with ε t = 0.05 and δ 2 1 = 0.01 is 14.25% larger than that with ε t = 0.05 and δ 2 1 = 0.1. The results demonstrate that a better performance can be achieved when channel error variance is smaller and outage probability is larger. In other words, higher channel error variances downgrade the energy efficiency while higher outage probability helps increase the energy efficiency.
C. Convergence of SCPA
The convergence of energy efficiency with different δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 as a function of the number of iterations in SCPA is shown in Figure 6 , in which ε t = 0.05. It can be observed that the SCPA normally converges in four iterations irrespective of channel error variances. In fact, we note that δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 do influence the energy efficiency, but they do not have considerable influence on the convergence rate of SCPA. Figure 7 displays the total energy efficiency of the four alternative algorithms described earlier, in which δ 2 1 = 0.05, δ 2 2 = 0.05 and ε t = 0.05. The number of small cells increases from 2 to 11. It can be seen that as we found earlier, the performance of NOMA-BSAG-SCPA remains very close to that of NOMA-BSAG-Exhaustive in all cases. Besides, as the number of small cells goes up, the performance gap among NOMA-BSAG-SCPA, NOMA-BSAG-EQ and OF-DMA scheme widens. One may note that the system performance monotonously increases with the number of small cells increases. The reason is that there is no interference among small cells, a higher energy efficiency can be achieved with larger number of small cells due to the multi-cell diversity. Figure 8 shows that the total energy efficiency of BSAG-SCPA versus the number of small cells with different δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 , where ε t = 0.05. It can be seen that as we found earlier, the performance of proposed algorithm increases as the number of small cells increases. As an example, when the number of small cells is 6, the energy efficiency with δ 2 1 = 0.01 and δ 2 2 = 0.01 is 12.36% larger than that under δ 2 1 = 0.01 and δ 2 2 = 0.1, and is 30.95% superior than that under δ 2 1 = 0.1 and δ 2 2 = 0.1. This quantifies the adverse impact of channel error variances δ 2 1 and δ 2 2 on the energy efficiency. Figure 9 displays the total sum rate of four different algorithms versus the number of small cells, in which δ 2 1 = 0.05, δ 2 2 = 0.05 and ε t = 0.05. As can be seen, the performance increases with the number of small cells increases, as expected. The proposed NOMA-BSAG-SCPA improves the sum rate of system compared with traditional NOMA-BSAG-EQ and OFDMA scheme, and it is very close to NOMA-BSAG-Exhaustive. For example, when there is 6 small cells, the system sum rate of NOMA-BSAG-SCPA is 7.71% superior than that of NOMA-BSAG-EQ, and is 19.17% larger than that of OFDMA scheme. Figure 10 shows the total energy efficiency of different algorithms versus the number of small cells under the perfect CSI condition. An ideal assumption is considered that all BSs know the perfect CSI. We compare the proposed algorithm in this paper with the existing algorithms, such as traditional exhaustive search algorithm, equal power allocation algorithm and OFDMA scheme under perfect CSI assumption. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm can achieve greater energy efficiency, and it is followed by equal power allocation algorithm and OFDMA scheme. Besides, it is only worse than exhaustive search algorithm.
D. ENERGY EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION VERSUS THE NUMBER OF SMALL CELLS

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel power allocation with imperfect CSI is proposed for a downlink NOMA heterogeneous network, which aims to maximize the energy efficiency of the system. We formulate an optimization problem based on imperfect CSI with outage probability constraints. The probabilistic optimization problem is then transformed with a non-probabilistic problem via relaxation. A bisection search algorithm based on gradient value is developed to achieve the optimal power allocation for each small cell, where we analyze the trend of energy efficiency with respects to the power of small cell. The non-convex problem is transformed to a convex problem through sequential convex programming VOLUME 7, 2019 and the power allocation factors of SCUs are derived via Lagrangian multiplier method. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can substantially improve the system performance compared with the traditional algorithms, and it has a fast convergence rate.
APPENDIX A
Here, we will prove constraints (21), (22) always satisfy the constraints C1 and C2 in (14) .
Proof: According to the equation (18), we can obtain that
According to (15) and (59), the constraint C1 in (14) can be derived as
Inserting (59) into inequality (22) , it can be rewritten as
Based on (61), we can derive that
According to (21) , it can be obtained as
, f k,n ] < 1 and ε t is always small enough, the formula (60) can be derived as
The proof is finished.
APPENDIX B
The aim is to prove that E n initially increases and then decreases with increasing P n . Proof: The derivative of R n about P n is expressed as (65), as shown at the bottom of this page.
The second derivative of R n about P n can be written as (66), as shown at the bottom of this page.
From (66), we can find that R n is strictly concave with respect to P n . A supper limit set of E n is given as
According to [27] , E n is strictly quasi-concave only if T α is strictly convex for any α. When α ≤ 0, there is no point can satisfy E n = α. When α = 0, only P n = 0 can satisfy E n = α. When α > 0
Because R n is strictly concave with respect to P n , α(P c + P n ) − R n is strictly convex. Therefore, E n is strictly quasiconcave [27] . According to [30] , the local maximum E n is also the globally maximum value when E n is strictly concave in P n .
Next, the derivative of E n with respect to P n is shown as
Let g(P n ) = R n (P c + P n ) − R n , if there is the optimal solution P * n to make ∂ E n (P n ) ∂P n | P n =P * n = 0, the derivative of g(P n ) with respect to P n is ∂g(P n ) ∂P n = R n (P c + P n )
According to (70), it can be obtained as ∂g(P n ) ∂P n = R n (P c + P n ) < 0 (71)
A k,n β k,n (B k,n + A k,n β k,n P n ) + A j,n B j,n β j,n (B j,n + (A j,n β j,n + C j,n β k,n )P n )(B j,n + C j,n P n β k,n ) } (65)
(1 − ε t ) ln 2 { −B · A j,n β j,n B 2 j,n (A j,n β j,n + 2C j,n β k,n ) [B j,n + (A j,n β j,n + C j,n β k,n )P n ] 2 (B j,n + C j,n β k,n P n ) 2 − 2B · A j,n B j,n C j,n β k,n β j,n P n (A j,n β j,n + C j,n β k,n ) [B j,n + (A j,n β j,n + C j,n β k,n )P n ] 2 (B j,n + C j,n β k,n P n ) 2 B j,n + (A j,n β j,n + C j,n β k,n ))(B j,n + C j,n β k,n P n ) − (log 2 (1 + A k,n P n β k,n B k,n ) + log 2 (1 + A j,n P n β j,n B j,n + C j,n P n β k,n ))} < 0 (72) E * n =
(1 − ε t )B · ( R * k,n + R * j,n ) P c + P n =
(1 − ε t )B · (α k,n log 2 ( γ * k,n ) + θ k,n + α j,n log 2 ( γ * j,n ) + θ j,n ) P c + P n = (1 − ε t )B · ( (α k,n log 2 ( A k,n P n β k,n B k,n )+θ k,n ) P c +P n ) + (1 − ε t )B · ( α j,n log 2 (
A j,n P n β j,n B j,n +C j,n P n β k,n ) + θ j,n ) P c + P n ) = (1 − ε t )B P c + P n · (α k,n log 2
A k,n P n B k,n + α k,n t k,n + α j,n log 2 A j,n P n + α j,n t j,n − α j,n log 2 (B j,n + C j,n P n · 2
From (71), we can obtain that g(P n ) is a decreasing function with respect to P n . The non-positive of g(P n ) is proved as (72), as shown at the top of this page.
Next, the positive of g(P n ) is judged as
A j,n β j,n P c B k,n + A j,n β j,n P c ) > 0
The proof is now complete.
APPENDIX C
We here prove that the new optimization function (54) is convex.
Proof: According to the formulations (48) and (51), where β k,n = 2 t k,n and β j,n = 2 t j,n , the energy efficiency E n can be rewritten as (74), as shown at the top of this page.
The second derivative of E * n with respect to t k,n and t j,n can be obtained as, respectively
(1 − ε t )B P c + P n · α j,n B j,n C j,n P n · 2 t k,n (B j,n + C j,n P n · 2 t k,n ) 2 ≤ 0 (74) and
According to (74) and (75), we can see that the new optimization problem (54) is a convex optimization problem. The proof is complete.
